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Abstract. In this paper, we present a digital check forgery attack on
check processing systems used in online banking that results in check
fraud. Such an attack is facilitated by multiple factors: the use of digital images to perform check transactions, advances in image processing
technologies, the use of untrusted client-side devices and software, and
the modalities of deposit. We note that digital check forgery attacks offer better chances of success in committing fraud when compared with
conventional check forgery attacks. We discuss an instance of this attack
and find several leading banks vulnerable to digital check forgery.
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1

Introduction

Remote check deposit is one of the most recent internet-based practices introduced as an alternative to traditional paper-based check deposit and clearing,
which required customers to physically go to the banks and banks to physically
meet to exchange checks. This practice was enabled in the US by the Check
21 Act in 2008 [1], which established the equivalence between paper checks and
their electronic representations (typically images), and regulated the practice
of check truncation, which removes a paper check from the clearing process by
using one of its electronic representations. This practice largely reduces costs
related to physical exchange of paper checks among financial institutions.
To remotely deposit a check, a customer uses a client truncation system
(outlined in Figure 1) and comprises: 1) a scanning device, which creates an
image of the front and back of the check (step 1), 2) a processing software
module (e.g., computer program or mobile app), which processes those images
(step 2), and 3) a communication system to transmit the images over the internet
to the bank servers (step 6). On the server side, the check image is recovered and
processed by optical recognition software to determine the amount along with
the routing and account numbers. The extracted information is further processed
to clear the check. Common client check truncation systems in use today include
scanners and computers (businesses) and smartphones (end customers).
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The convenience of remote check deposit using a client check truncation system has made this feature very popular among financial institutions and their
customers. According to recent statistics, millions of private and business bank
customers are using it on a daily basis in the United States, and several governments and financial institutions worldwide have already introduced it or are
projected to introduce it in the near future [2–6].
In this paper, we demonstrate that this convenience comes with an increased
risk of check forgery, especially so when compared with the more traditional
paper-based check deposit. This is especially significant given that (paper-based)
checks remain the payment type most vulnerable to fraud attacks, with frauds
amounting to 69% of all payment frauds [7] and the revenue losses due to check
fraud in the U.S. alone amount to approximately $645 million [8].
This paper examines the risk of check forgery associated with remote check
deposit and is based on the following observations about the changes introduced
in check transactions by client check truncation systems: 1) digital image processing enables sophisticated forgeries on check images with an unprecedented
precision, 2) functions such as check acceptance previously executed by trusted
and well-guarded entities (bank tellers, ATMs) have been delegated to untrusted
entities (users) that use the client check truncation system, 3) substitution of
the paper-based checks with image-based checks has rendered well-established,
decades-old anti-forgery techniques mostly useless and 4) the paper trail is eliminated since the physical check remains in the hands of the fraud perpetrator.
Based on these observations, we devise a class of attacks that demonstrate the
feasibility of successful digital check forgery aided by untrusted client check truncation systems. These attacks are based on client device and software tampering
to inject forged images in the transaction and on a library of image processing
modules that we created to digitally alter check images. One particular instance
of this class of attacks is outlined in Figure 1, where in addition to the normal
truncation steps, a check image is extracted at some point along the path to the
server, for instance before it reaches the processing software module (step 3),
digitally forged by the attacker using custom-made or off the shelf tools (step 4),
and replaced with a forged image before being sent to the bank’s servers (step
5). Another instance of this class of attacks includes creation of a forged check
from scratch, without possessing an existing check.
To demonstrate the practicability of these attacks, we describe specific attack instances performed on banking applications belonging to three Fortune
500 banks where the client check truncation system is implemented on Android
smartphones. We carefully designed the experiments to avoid any harm to actual
banks or customers. We also followed responsible disclosure practices, where we
shared our findings with the vulnerable banks more than five months prior to this
submission, to give the banks sufficient time to develop and deploy appropriate
countermeasures. In our conversations, all banks acknowledged the vulnerability
and the underlying issues raised by our research.
Contributions. The scientific purpose of this paper is three-fold: 1) To examine the threat on client check truncation systems and understand their inherent
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weaknesses, 2) to analyze the possible ways by which a criminal could construct
advanced check forgery attacks and 3) to shed light on appropriate countermeasures that would thwart such attacks. We make the following contributions:
– We highlight the easiness of carrying out digital check forgery through long
established and powerful image processing techniques (§ 3).
– We compare classic physical check forgery techniques with digital check forgery
techniques and highlight the ineffectiveness of classic anti-forgery mechanisms
in preventing digital check forgery (§ 2).
– We describe a framework and techniques that can be used to digitally tamper
check images (§ 3, § 4).
– We describe an instance of an attack that targets the client check truncation
systems of three major banks implemented on Android smartphones (§ 4, § 5).
– Based on our insights and experience, we provide in § 6 some guidelines and
suggestions for possible countermeasures against such attacks.

2

Current Check Transactions and Anti-forgery Measures

In this section, we provide a short background of check transactions and survey
the history of digital check processing as well as common forgery techniques and
anti-forgery countermeasures developed to prevent check forgery.
Prior to the 90s, a check issued by a bank that is deposited into an account
of another bank required physical exchange of the paper check between the two
banks before the money transfer took place. To avoid delays in such exchanges,
central clearing facilities were developed, wherein banks met each day, where the
paper copies were exchanged and the money credited and debited from the relevant accounts. To avoid forgeries, checks had to be examined manually by several
bank employees along their path (teller of the receiving bank, often teller’s supervisor, as well as employees of the settling bank). This process was necessarily
labor-intensive, costly and slow.
As check transactions became common and the volume of exchanged checks
increased, magnetic ink routing and account numbers enabled machines to read
and sort the deposited checks much faster. However, the clearing process was still

Techniques
Usage
Digital Checks
Paper-based Paper changes visible
Ineffective
properties if tampered
Ink-based
Ink changes visible
Ineffective
properties if tampered
Print-based Printed patterns visible Camera-dependent
on original check only
Table 1: Common Techniques to Combat Check Forgery

dependent on physical exchange of checks at a central clearing house, somewhat
still slowing the clearing process.
Check Truncation. To overcome these limitations, the Check 21 Act came into
effect in the U.S. in October 2004, establishing the legal equivalence between
paper and substitute checks (paper representations of checks with the same information as the original checks), and their electronic representations [9]. This
Act expedited check clearing by regulating the preexisting practice of check truncation, in use by some banks. As a result, older practices of paper-based check
clearing could be used together with the newer practice of check truncation.
The next development included the widespread use of client check truncation
systems. These systems brought check truncation facilities to bank customers
via a flood of technologies for remote check processing. Such systems include
dedicated check scanners, PC clients, as well as smartphones. This development
brought the benefits of electronic check processing to the end customers by
providing valuable savings efforts related to physically going to the bank. In
addition, the original paper check remained with the end customers.
2.1

Traditional Check Forgery

Check forgery is executed by physically altering the information written on a
check. Alterations may involve amounts, payee names, routing and account numbers, dates, and so on. Check forgery may be executed in many ways, most commonly by: 1) photocopying an original check using image processing tools and
printing devices, 2) check washing, where the ink on the original check is erased
using chemical compounds and new information is written on the check, and 3)
check fabrication, where a completely new check is created.
Table 1 outlines some common techniques currently used to combat paperbased check forgery. (We omit the techniques that can be used on the back-end,
such as account reconciliation, as they are common to both paper and digital
checks.) The goal of these techniques is to make physical check forgeries more
difficult and to detect forgeries when checks are submitted. They include: 1)
paper-based ones focused on the paper material of the check, which is produced
by highly specialized and difficult to replicate technologies and is often sensitive
to chemical materials, 2) Ink-based ones, such as bleeding ink and magnetic ink
character recognition (MICR), which focus on the ink used in the original checks,
and 3) Print-based ones, such as ultra-violet (UV) printing, void pantographs,
watermarks, and microprints, which rely on printed patterns that are destroyed
or become visible on photocopied checks. These countermeasures have improved

detection of check forgery considerably. However, even if the reported success
rate of these countermeasures is close to 84%, check forgery continues to be a
widespread problem causing large financial losses every year [7].
However, the recent remote check truncation practice has completely bypassed these protection mechanisms by removing the very foundations they rely
on – paper and ink. In particular, only print-based techniques, which rely on
visual properties rather than on chemical and physical ones, may be potentially
adapted as protection mechanisms, since those properties are preserved to some
extent in digital check images. These techniques may depend on several factors, such as resolution and image quality, camera quality, and pattern quality.
However, even though image forensics research to detect forged JPEG images
exists [37, 23, 17, 33, 29, 28], the numerous challenges that need to be faced to
adopt these ideas to digital check images have not received sufficient attention
from the image processing community. Additionally, due to the recency of this
practice, the development of new methods that exploit features of the digital
domain have not received sufficient attention either.

3

Attack Description

In this section, we describe the advantages of digital check forgery over physical
check forgery, which render the former much more likely to succeed than the
latter, and a framework that leverages a wide range of image processing methods
that can be used by an attacker to perform sophisticated forgeries.
3.1

Digital Check Forgery Advantages

The attacker’s goal is to gain monetary gain via remote check deposit by either
digitally modifying an existing check or by digitally forging a new check. In
this paper, we do not consider the (trivial) case where checks may be modified
physically and then remotely deposited. In fact, we believe that digital forgery is
a lower hanging fruit for an attacker than physical check forgery, since it provides
several advantages over physical forgery. These advantages are described next.
Precision. Digital image processing provides an attacker with the opportunity
to manipulate an image at the pixel level with a level of precision unrivaled
by physical forgery. Consider for example the amount area of an actual check
shown in Figure 2 and produced by a (5MPixel) camera. The area measures
approximately 3×0.8 cm in the physical check while the corresponding image
measures 296×87 pixels for a total of 25,752 pixels at a bit depth equal to 24.
Using digital image processing, an attacker can assign to each of those pixels
any of the 16.8 million colors available at that bit depth. In reality, an attacker
can only choose from a smaller set of colors that comprises only dark ones for
the amount to show, however that subset is still a large one. To reach a similar
precision level in the physical check, an attacker would have to be able to select
and manipulate a region equal to 0.93 ∗ 10−4 mm2 = 93µ2 . With a scanning
device of higher resolution, digital forgery can be even more precise. Furthermore,
digital forgeries do not destroy the physical check. In particular, even though a
physical attacker may not need the level of precision available in the digital
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domain, a physical forgery may trigger countermeasures such as bleeding ink
and chemically sensitive paper that would make the paper check unusable.
Unlimited Trial and Error. Since all forging operations are performed in the
digital domain, an attacker has an unlimited power to revert them and return the
image to the original state. Alternatively, by keeping copies of a check image file,
an attacker has an unlimited number of images on which to perfect the forgery
before submitting the check to the bank, thus minimizing the risk of detection.
In the physical domain however, forgeries cannot be attempted more than once
or twice on the same physical check without damaging it.
Absence of high fidelity trails for forgery detection. Recall that both the traditional check and the ATM transactions leave a paper trail that can facilitate
forgery detection either in real-time (in case of traditional check transaction) or
during post-clearance audit. As the remote deposit transaction does not leave a
paper trail at the financial institution, however, none of the anti-forgery counCheck
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Payer can be usedTransporting
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toAgent
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almost all image forgeries leave characteristic artifacts in the resulting image.
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as bispectral
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ToCheck
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Transaction
attacker must use sophisticated forgery methods depending on the type of modification. These methods are described in §3.2.
In summary, the availability of powerful, sophisticated, and often easy-to-use
digital image processing tools, the elimination of the paper trail, and the use
of untrusted client check truncation systems contribute to the feasibility of this
attack.
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3.2

An Image Processing Framework for Digital Check Forgeries

The objective of an attacker is to conduct digital check forgery. To do this, the
attacker will desire to introduce as few modifications to the original image as
possible during the forging process. Therefore, the modifications must be carried
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Fig. 3: A conceptual block diagram of digital forged check generation framework.

out in such a way that the “background” remains intact in the forged image, and
only the fields targeted for tampering are isolated and altered. The design of a
framework, outlined in Figure 3, is motivated by these objectives. In addition,
although a variety of regions of interest exist on the check, the framework focuses
on content alteration of five check fields: Payee name, Courtesy amount, Legal
amount, Date, and Check number. The content of these fields consists of either
handwritten or printed text.
Attack framework. The input to the framework consists of a rectangular image
Ia of an original check and of forging user specifications, while the output is
a forged image, It . These specifications identify the target fields, the type of
alterations, and postprocessing method. For example, the Courtesy Amount of
“20.00 ” and Legal Amount of “Twenty & 00/100 ” in the original image Ia may
be targeted with a specification for alteration to “120.00 ” and “One Hundred
Twenty & 00/100 ”, respectively.
Field Demarcation and Field Selection (FDFS): This unit analyzes the input image Ia and demarcates the boundaries of the target check fields using a
graphical interface and user input. For automatic field demarcation, an attacker
can also take advantage of an automatic check reading system similar to [31].
Handwriting/Text Processing (HTP): This unit analyzes the text in the target check fields for text extraction, handwriting style modeling, and dictionary
construction from handwriting and standard font templates. This unit is divided
into the following three subunits:
Handwriting/Text Extraction (HTE) Subunit: This unit analyzes the selected
fields for text extraction using methods based on digital image morphology [22]
and attacker feedback. For example, a series of dilation and erosion operations
along with user feedback are used for handwriting/text extraction process.
Handwriting Modeling (HM) Subunit: For handwritten target fields, preserving the handwriting style may help an attacker bypass eventual handwriting

Forgery Type
Processing Units/Subunits Involved
Check #
FDFS → HTP(HTE & DC)→ TGP → CBG → FCG
Date
same as above
Legal- & Courtesy-amount FDFS → HTP (HTE, HM, DC)→ TGP → CBG → FCG
Payee Name
same as above
Signature
FDFS → HTP (HTE & DC)→ TGP → CBG → FCG
Fake Check Generation
HTP (DC)→ TGP → CBG → FCG
Table 2: Check Forgeries and Their Realizations using the Framework Units

verifications. To this end, this unit models the handwriting extracted from the
input check image using active shape modeling as discussed in [21].
Dictionary Construction (DC) Subunit: This unit processes the target fields
to extract a template for each character with the purpose of reusing them later.
In particular, a series of image processing operations such as attacker-assisted
segmentation, slant correction, size normalization, and thickness normalization
is used for this task [31]. Character dictionaries for each victim and check type
are stored in the database and later used to generate the text in the forged check.
Check-Background Generation (CBG): This unit “washes the check” by interpolating the pixels corresponding to the extracted text and filling them with
values similar to the surrounding background. This operation can be executed
with varying levels of sophistication, by using background check images stored in
the database and employing a variety of super-resolution interpolation methods
to make the washed pixels as similar to the background as possible [32, 36, 16].
Text Generation and Placement (TGP): The task of this unit is to generate
and place new text in the target fields. The new text can be composed using
existing characters saved previously in the dictionary or by using a templatebased active shape modeling technique [21] backed by the handwriting model
learned by the HM unit, thus preserving the consistency with the handwriting
and fonts in the original check. In addition, other operations such as resizing,
rotation, and spacing can be employed.
Check Background Templates and Character Database (CBTCD): The database
stores the estimated check background templates, issuer-specific handwriting
style models and text dictionaries. During the forged check generation processing, the TGP and FCG units request the database unit to provide information
not readily available from the input image of the check, such as character templates previously extracted and check backgrounds.
Forged Check Generation and Post-processing(FCG): This unit is responsible
for suppressing artifacts such as text or field boundary imperfections. The type
of post-processing method (e.g. type of smoothing filter used) is provided in the
attacker’s input. It is worth highlighting that post-processing operations such as
linear or nonlinear smoothing are likely to leave (statistical) traces themselves
[19]. To get around such issues, an attacker can take advantage of counterforensics methods, as discussed in [19].
Employing the Framework for Attacks. The proposed framework enables
the attacker to perform a wide range of simple and sophisticated forgeries. Each
forgery can be realized by using various features and framework units. For in-

stance, to modify specific fields of an existing check, an attacker can use the
units FDFS, HTP, CBTCD TGP, CBG, and FCG, in that sequence.
Backed by a rich database of check and character templates, which can be
populated over time, and by post-processing counter-forensic capabilities, more
sophisticated forgery attacks are possible, e.g., generating a fake check digitally
from scratch. We depict in Table 2 some specific instances of forgeries and how
they may be executed by using the units of this framework.

4

Implementation

In this section, we describe the implementation of an instance of our attack for
three client check truncation systems that run on the Android platform.
4.1

Library Instrumentation

The objective of library instrumentation is to achieve transparent interposition
between the point where the check image is acquired and the point where it is
sent over the network. The instrumentation described here is Android-specific
but similar instrumentation may be applied to other implementations of the
client check truncation systems. More specifically, it includes: 1) software modification with the purpose of analyzing the communications between the different
application components, 2) identification of the interposition points where the
original images can be extracted and where the forged images can be injected,
and 3) implementation of the actual extraction and injection operations.
We highlight at this point that we deliberately treated the bank applications
as black boxes for several reasons. First, we wanted to prove the generality
of this attack and did not want to rely on particular implementation details
of a specific application. Second, the EULAs of those applications specifically
prohibit decompilation or modification of the binary or source code.
The client truncation system in Android lies entirely inside the device and
includes the full software and hardware stack from the camera hardware to the
bank application as depicted in Figure 4.a. As can be noted, the bank applications rely on the camera and network APIs during a check transaction.
In Android, the camera subsystem is implemented by the Java
android.hardware.camera package and related C/C++ code residing in the lower
layers, while the network APIs are implemented by several libraries, among which
the Java Apache HttpClient library. To capture the operations during a check
transaction, we introduced DEBUG output messages in several key points inside
these libraries. Each message prints out the line of the source code that is being
executed as well as the stack trace at that point. Using these instrumentations
we gained a clear picture of how these libraries interact with the applications in
the different steps of a check deposit transaction.
To take a picture, an application issues a request to the class
android.hardware.camera.Camera. Inside this class, another private class is responsible for handling callbacks and ultimately forwarding the (JPEG) image
data to the application inside an array of bytes. Next, the application processes
the image and sends it to the network APIs to be delivered to the bank servers.
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Further instrumentation of the Camera and HttpClient classes allowed us to
extract the originalApplication
images being delivered to the bank applications and the
processed
images
being
sent over the network.
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by the takePicture
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modify
feed modified data
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data[]
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latter
alternative however poses a greater risk, since it may interHW Interface Android Native
fere with eventual
processing inside the application. In addition, not all
Framework
CameraHALimage
applications use the Apache HttpClient library. Therefore, we chose to instrument the camera subsystem for injecting the forged image. The resulting system
is depicted in Figure 4.b in the Appendix using dashed arrows.
Our instrumentation provides three different modes of operation for the Camera subsystem: 1) Saving mode, where a copy of the image data is saved as a
JPEG file on local storage and the image data are forwarded to the application,
2) Injection mode, where the the image data are retrieved from a file on local
storage rather than from the underlying layers, and 3) Regular mode, which is
the original mode of the camera subsystem, where the image data are forwarded
to the applications that use the camera. These modes can be enabled/disabled
using a simple configuration file saved on the local storage of the phone.
We chose not to interfere with the applications’ operations, in order to introduce as little disturbances as possible in the data received by those applications.
For instance, since the applications request JPEG data rather than RAW data,
we decided not to change the option to RAW. In fact, even though the RAW data
returned by the camera may provide the original dataset to perform the forgery,
a subsequent JPEG compression is still needed to pass the modified image to
the application. If we do not know the parameters used for compression by the
camera the subsequent compression (done by our framework) may be different
from that performed by the camera, thus potentially disturbing the data.
4.2

Digital Check Forgery

For our proof-of-concept implementation, we decided to perform a light-weight
forgery (due to the sensitivity of the experiments) by tampering only with the
Legal- & Courtesy-Amount fields. This forgery is realized using a MATLAB
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Fig. 5: Digital Check Forgery Steps

implementation of approximately 1100 LoC of the framework units FDFS, HTP,
TGP, and FCG
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A GUI was
also developed to assist the FDFS,
Software
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Device in §3.2. Processing
HTE, and CBG units with user input. The GUI visualizes the check and allows
the user to provide an input vector consisting of the locations of the target fields
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More specifically, starting from the original check (Figure 5.a), the user1
3
assisted FDFS unit selects the two fields
(Legal-amount shown in Figure 5.b).
Next, the HTP unit uses background subtraction and relative thresholding to
4
identify the handwritten text in those fields (Figure
5.c). Next, assisted by the
Digital
Check
developed GUI, the HTE subunit directs the user to select portions of the field
Forgery Library
representing single characters and ultimately build a character dictionary of
the text Original
in the Check
check.
Next, for each target field,Digitally
the user-assisted
TGP unit
Forged Check Image
Image
sequentially selects the desired set of characters from the dictionary and places
them in the selected field (Figure 5.e illustrates how the extracted characters for
numerals ‘6’ and ‘7’ are used to generate ‘76’ and how the words ‘six’, ‘ty’, and
‘seven’ are used to generate ‘seventy six’).
For each target field, the CBG unit “digitally washes” the check by replacing
the pixels corresponding to the text with pixel values estimated from the neighborhood pixels (Figure 5.d). Next, the FCG unit merges the background image
with the TGP-produced image to obtain the final image (Figure 5.f). Next, postprocessing based on an averaging filter of 3x3 pixels is used to mitigate boundary
artifacts of the forgery. The final post-processing step uses Exiftool [10] to copy
and update as necessary the JPEG Exif metadata from the original file to the
forged file. For instance, the creation timestamp is modified to coincide with the
injection time rather than with the capture time.

5

Experiments and Results

Experimental Setup and Application Descriptions. The experiments were
performed on a Galaxy Nexus phone running Android 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean). The
Android source files were downloaded from the official Google Android repos
[11] and those implementing the camera and network APIs were modified as
described in the previous section. Next, a userdebug build, which provides root
access, was flashed into the phone.
Banking Applications Description. After a user logs in, each application
presents a screen with the check and instructs the user to take pictures of its
front and back. Next, the user is required to select the account # where the

Captured(quality/size
Transmitted(size
Obfuscated Code
dimensions/metadata)
dimensions/metadata)
Bank 1 95/700KB/1600×1200px/Exif 80KB/1600×1125px/JFIF
No
Bank 2 70/290KB/1600×1200px/Exif 290KB/1600×1200px/Exif
Yes
Bank 3 30/210KB/1600×1200px/Exif
80KB/ N/A
Yes
Table 3: Preliminary Analysis Results

check must be deposited, type in the amount, and finally submit the check.
Up to the final submission step, the transaction may be canceled at any time
by the user. The application transmits the two images and the data submitted
by the user to the server using the network APIs. On the server side, optical
character recognition (OCR) software is used on the check’s areas of interest
and a confirmation message is sent back to the user.
5.1

Preliminary Experiments and Analysis

Before carrying out the actual attacks, several preliminary experiments were
performed to gain an understanding of: 1) the properties of the images captured
by the camera and of those sent to the server as well as applications’ features,
2) the server side operations, in particular tolerance to errors, picture quality,
OCR capabilities, and possible human involvement in the clearing process.
Image Properties and Application Features. Using the instrumented libraries, we initiated several transactions with untampered checks, most of which
were aborted by us before the final submission. Four transactions were instead
brought to completion targeting two banks (two transactions per bank).
The results of these experiments are outlined in Table 3. In this table, the
first column represents the bank, the second represents the JPEG quality, approximate file size, dimensions, and the metadata format of the images (Exif or
JFIF) captured by the camera while the third column represents the same information about the images transmitted to the servers. Finally, the fourth column
shows the applications that use code obfuscation (discovered by inspection of
the stack traces). As can be noted, Bank 1 compresses the image before sending
it to the server, presumably to save bandwidth. In addition, its Exif metadata
are replaced by JFIF metadata. Bank 3 instead retrieves a low quality image
from the camera from the start. We could not capture the transmitted images
for Bank 3 using our Apache HTTP instrumentation. However, we observed a
total encrypted network traffic equal to approximately 80KB per image, suggesting that the images are sent over the network via some other mechanism. In
addition, we discovered that OCR is performed on the smartphone as well.
The practices of sending low quality images have important consequences on
the server’s side ability to detect forged images. In fact, while the regions of
interest can still be processed successfully by OCR software, the loss of information in the high frequencies present in low JPEQ quality images makes detection
of artifacts introduced by forgeries hard to detect. Indeed, pixel values tend to
be more uniform across larger regions giving images blocky features.
Server Operations and OCR. In a first experiment, a different amount from
the one written on the check was entered during the user interaction step. In

Bank 1
Bank 2
Bank 3

Preliminary Experiments Transformation Type Success
Wrong Amount/names
Block Swapping (amount) YES
Wrong Amount
Block Swapping (amount) YES
Wrong Amount
Block Swapping (amount) YES
Table 4: Attack Results

this case, the server recognizes the mismatch and prompts the user to enter
the amount again. If a different amount is entered again, the server temporarily
accepts the amount entered by the user. Ultimately, however, the amount written
on the check is deposited in the user’s account. The results of this first experiment
suggest that no OCR is being performed on the client and that in the case of a
disagreement between the amount entered by the user and the amount recognized
by OCR, there is human intervention in the check clearing system. In a second
experiment, misspelled names were written in the handwritten name portion of
the check. In this case, the transaction proceeded without glitches, suggesting
that OCR is not performed on the handwritten name portion of the check.
The results of these experiments suggest that the check clearing system is
configured to be tolerant towards errors, to the advantage of attackers. Indeed,
given the wide variety of checks, lighting conditions in which pictures may be
taken and cameras, it would be difficult to set strict parameters for picture
quality and JPEG characteristics on the server side.
5.2

Forging Attacks and Results

Three checks with small amounts were modified and injected in each application.
The modifications reused the characters of the original check as outlined in Table
4 and described in § 4. In our experiments, the payer and the payee were the
same person and the accounts were different accounts of that person on different
banks or within the same bank. The forged checks that were injected into the
three applications were cleared without glitches within a business day.
By connecting the phone to a computer before a check transaction and switching among the different modes of operation described in the implementation section, the attack proceeds as follows.
Acquisition. The camera subsystem is set in saving mode. A remote check
transaction is started in the banking application and a picture of the check front
is taken. The byte array with the image data is saved as a file on the local file
system, in addition to being forwarded to the application. At this point, the
transaction is canceled to avoid sending the original image to the server.
Digital Forgery. The saved image is pulled from the phone using adb and,
using the procedure described in the implementation section, it is modified in
Matlab and pushed back on the local file system of the phone.
Injection. The camera subsystem is placed in injection mode and a check transaction is started in the app. When taking the picture of the check front, the
modified image is loaded from the local file system as a byte array, which is forwarded to the application, while the byte array corresponding to the real image
is blocked. Next, the camera subsystem is placed in regular mode and the picture
of the check back is taken. Finally, the images are submitted to the server.

This attack takes approximately ten minutes, most of which spent by the
user in pushing and pulling the image from the smartphone and in providing
input specifications to Matlab’s framework. In our experiments, the percentage
of changed pixels was in average equal to 0.43% of the total number of pixels.
We note that due to the sensitive nature of the evaluation, the nature of various experiments we conducted were “light-weight” and our results have to read
in that light. More experiments and different forgeries are technically possible
(forging account numbers, creating checks from scratch, using larger amounts),
but have not been tested against any possible mitigation strategies currently
employed by the banks due to their sensitive nature. More such experiments are
needed to be done in collaboration with the banks to study the feasibility of
these advanced attacks.
After the attacks, we contacted the banks and provided them with an earlier draft of this paper, nearly 5 months before submission of this paper. The
banks have acknowledged the problem of digital forgery and are actively working to design countermeasures. We also shared our preliminary ideas regarding
countermeasures which we discuss below.

6

Countermeasures

In this section, we discuss some countermeasures that can be employed on the
client and server sides of a remote check transaction system, to prevent or detect
digital check forgery attacks. We intend to provide a high-level discussion, and
note that our treatment of this topic is not comprehensive due to space reasons.
Trusted Computing. Trusted computing solutions have been proposed and
implemented against client side tampering in a wide range of devices [25, 12, 13].
Using a trusted computing platform, the image data or the sensitive portions
of the image (amount, account number) may be digitally signed by a hardwarebased tamper-resistant and trusted module on that platform before being released to the upper layers of the OS. As an example, the OMAP 4 hardware
platform on the Galaxy Nexus phone used in our experiments provides capabilities to implement a trusted computing module on this phone [14]. To take full
advantage of these capabilities, however, the applications must be modified to
interface with the trusted module. In addition, such a solution would not protect
against attacks that modify the physical check before scanning it.
Check Reconciliation, Positive Pay and Transaction Limits. The oldest technique that is an effective method for consumers to prevent check fraud
is reconciliation, wherein a consumer-kept record of the check issue is matched
against the actual transaction record. However, it appears that a large fraction
of users do not reconcile their accounts [15]. Motivated by this, Positive Pay is
a common countermeasure used to protect against check forgery, developed primarily for businesses. In positive pay, the payee sends copies of the issued checks
to the bank daily, thus providing a reference copy of the original check. However,
due to its cost this countermeasure is currently used only by corporations and
companies and even then, according to [7], 23% out of 5700 surveyed companies
do not use it due to the costs involved.

A current countermeasure to reduce risk is placement of check, daily, and
monthly amount limits on remote check transactions for end users. However,
this measure, while reducing eventual harm, does not prevent the attack from
occurring. In addition, this measure seems to be applied in practice only to
individual customers and not to business customers.
Digital Image Forensics Techniques. Digital image forensics techniques may
be utilized to detect check forgeries and raise the difficulty bar for attackers. We
list some of these techniques below:
– Camera fingerprinting. Recent research shows that device sensor irregularities affect the pixel values of the images and the pattern of these irregularities
is unique to each device [30, 26]. These unique camera characteristics may serve
as or be used to derive unique watermarks to add to the target check fields
and thus detect images that are not produced by the devices. This method,
however, requires the servers to obtain a set of digital images produced by a
device to derive the watermarks (for instance, by taking a set of pictures and
sending them when a check truncation application is first started). A skilled
attacker, however, may defeat this countermeasure by providing an initial set
of pictures with the same watermarks as (future) forged images.
– Copy-evident images. This technique introduces special markings in JPEG
files that are invisible to the naked eye but become visible when an image
is recompressed under certain conditions [28]. The special markings, however,
need to be introduced before an attacker extracts the image, ideally by the
camera hardware. Combined with a list of server-approved JPEG quantization
tables to reduce the freedom of attackers in manipulating the images, this
technique may significantly raise the bar of difficulty for attackers.
– Double JPEG Compression. Several techniques have been proposed to
detect JPEG artifacts due to a second JPEG compression [23, 17, 20, 33, 29].
However, the existence of double compression alone is not sufficient to detect
forgeries and, as seen in our experiments, images may be recompressed by some
of the apps. Furthermore, recent research on anti-forensics shows that some of
these techniques can be defeated [35].
High quality images. To further improve the chances of detection on the server
side, high quality images may be sent by the applications. This countermeasure
is simple to implement, however, it must be accompanied with the deployment
of appropriate forgery detection mechanisms on the server.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented and analyzed a digital check forgery attack that
can be used against client check truncation systems. This attack is enabled by
the delegation to untrusted entities of critical operations performed by trusted
entities. We demonstrate the feasibility of an instance of this attack with experiments on three banking applications running on Android smartphones. We also
discussed countermeasures that can be employed against this attack.
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